On the day of your exam, the tutorial at the test center will provide you with an opportunity to practice with these formats prior to taking the computer-based examination.

**STANDARD MULTIPLE-CHOICE**

Which of the following southwestern states was the last to achieve statehood?

A. Arizona  *
B. California
C. New Mexico
D. Texas

**COMBINED RESPONSE**

Which of the following states achieved statehood after World War II?

1. Alaska
2. Arizona
3. Hawaii

A. 1 & 2 only
B. 1 & 3 only  *
C. 2 & 3 only
D. 1, 2, & 3

**NEGATIVELY WORDED**

Which of the following is NOT one of the 50 states comprising the USA?

A. California
B. New Mexico
C. Hawaii
D. Puerto Rico  *

**SELECT MULTIPLE**

Which three states achieved statehood in the 20th century? (select three)

A. Arizona  *
B. Alaska  *
C. California
D. Hawaii  *
E. New Mexico
F. Texas
ILLUSTRATION
The Alamo is located in the state labeled as number:

A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4 *

HOT AREA
Use the mouse cursor to indicate the state where the Alamo is located.
(Note: Place the cursor over the selected area and click the mouse. When selected, the area will become outlined and change color)

SORTED LIST
The list in the panel below presents four states in random order. Place the states from the unordered list on the left into the panel on the right so that they appear in correct sequence proceeding from West to East.

Unordered Options   Ordered Options
Arizona             California
New Mexico          Arizona
Texas               and so on...
California

(Note: The mouse is used to click and drag the options from the unordered list to the ordered response list.)

VIDEO
For video questions, you will need to read the question, open the exhibit, press the play button on the video, watch the video in its entirety, and then answer the question. You will not be able to move forward on the exam until you have opened and watched the entire video. The video controls are shown and described below. Note: the videos are silent (no sound).